
FACTORS THAT CONTRIBUTED TO THE IMPERIAL EXPANSION OF

GERMANY GREAT BRITAIN FRANCE AND ITALY

This article focuses on the extent to which imperialism contributed to the Even if imperialism was one of the crucial
factors that led to the Great War, by nearly The reasons for the acceleration of European expansion in the In most of the
imperial powers (Britain, France, Germany, and Italy), elites.

Some examples show how governments, both those democratically elected and not, lost any room for
diplomatic maneuvering because of public opposition to certain beliefs. Europe Ready for War In , the
situation in Europe was tense. Photographs Photographs The Danzig Crisis As Germany was completing its
conquest of Czechoslovakia, another crisis was developing over the city of Danzig present day Gdansk.
Nation-building at the expense of the Ottoman Empire went hand in hand with processes of decolonization.
Until the s the territorial boundaries laid down at the Congress of Vienna were maintained, and even more
importantly, there was an acceptance of the theme of balance with no major aggression. Iron hulls replaced
wood by mid-century; after , steel replaced iron. In , Britain and France signed an agreement. Second he was a
master at using the media to win public support from all ranks of society. But will he make it across the
treacherous mud to reach them? Mussolini told Hitler that despite their military alliance, Italy would not fight.
This term remains popular but is misleading. The difficult negotiations for the Baghdad Railway were
successfully finished in the spring of  Humanitarian concerns in Europe were outraged, as typified by English
poet Lord Byron. Spain kept Cuba, which repeatedly revolted in three wars of independence, culminating in
the Cuban War of Independence. By the end of the war, it was dead. As compensation it handed over
territories in central Africa that it barely controlled. Wind was free, and could move the ship at 2â€”3 knots,[
citation needed ] unless it was becalmed. Consequently, the nationalist press initiated a public outcry in favor
of annexing West Morocco. The extremely difficult negotiations for the Baghdad Railway were successfully
finished in the spring of  Especially in the Italian and German cases, historians have debated the significance
of social imperialism, the idea that imperial expansion served as a means to calm domestic and social
problems and to unify the nation. Chamberlain sought to find a peaceful solution, but appeasement had its
limits. All it would take was one international event and Europe would be at war. Even if in some cases a
strong British-German trade rivalry existed, the reaction of leading bankers and economists interested in
imperial projects showed that they were not interested in going to war with one another. These conflicts over
alliances â€” which forced nations to come to the defense of one another â€” led to the formation of the two
sides of World War I, the Allied and Central Powers. Recommended Readings:. Conflicts over Alliances In
the age of imperialism prior to World War I, countries throughout Europe had created alliances. From the
German perspective, this Anglo-German agreement was a success; Germany acquired the island of
Heligoland, which was of enormous strategic importance, in exchange for the African island of Zanzibar,
which it hardly controlled. If there was anything like a system it was organized and held together by the
governments of the Great Powers, which followed their own interests and jealously prevented other states
from becoming too strong or reaching a hegemonic position. The differential interpretation of these treaties by
the contending forces often led to conflict between both parties and eventually to military encounters.
Imperialism was responsible for reforming the European alliances. As the French government could count
both on Russian and British support, it saw no reason to retreat. Karl Helfferich â€” was one of the most
nationalist German bankers and as a director of the Deutsche Bank was responsible for the Baghdad Railway.
The expansion of European nations as empires also known as imperialism can be seen as a key cause of World
War I, because as countries like Britain and France expanded their empires, it resulted in increased tensions
among European countries. German diplomacy was based on the conviction that the Anglo-Russian
antagonism would remain a central factor for Great Power diplomacy no matter how Germany acted. British
economic elites had developed an outlook that has been described as gentlemanly capitalism. The article
distinguishes between several levels of analysis. That event precipitated the July Crisis, which saw the major
European powers hurtle toward open conflict.


